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Introduction:  In 2017, before the outbreak of 

COVID-19 pandemic situation, there was a precious 

opportunity to meet with Mr. Alfred Worden, a NASA 

astronaut who was the commander of Apollo 15 (first 

mission to use the Lunar Rover Vehicle) at the 

California, the United States. To prepare for the 50th 

Anniversary of Moon Landing (Apollo 50) in 2019, I 

had a great chance to meet him twice and he shared his 

memories about the journey of lunar mission at space 

exhibition and carnival. 

 

 
 

 
 

This thought-provoking sharing inspired me to 

launch public lecture series of lunar exploration in 

Hong Kong Space Museum. But more importantly, as 

a transmedia astronomer and astrophotographers, I also 

started my research project about observational 

astronomy. And it was to take astrophotos of lunar 

craters to explore the actual landing sites of NASA 

lunar missions to celebrate the Apollo 50th in 2019. 

This would be a great opportunity to visualize the 

relationship between lunar observation and astronautic 

development. It could be attractive to the general 

public for better communication of popular science and 

astronomy.  

And more surprisingly, this project had also 

captured a rare phenomenon, which is Space Station 

Transit Full Moon (ISS transit supermoon) when the 

observation was calculating the most suitable dates for 

astrophotography of lunar craters, considering the 

lunar phase, moonrise time, elevation, atmospheric 

factors and environmental light pollution. Also, the 

image processing could reflect the chemical 

composition and elements of lunar surface, by 

comparing to the moon rock samples (legally extracted 

from Apollo 15 mission) seen at the national museums 

and relevant studies. It could be simulated by STEM 

experiments for promotional purposes. 
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